Not that I am trying to tear it up, but being new the pages like to stick and it's a "wire-bound" book, so like it or not they tear. Maybe I should have gone used? But I really like the new one.

Integrated Business Projects takes a individual or class through many of the aspects of the business office. My students enjoyed working in Integrated Business Projects, until I proofread and graded paper. I do allow them to correct errors and resubmit for better grade. Great text.

The manual is published in rediced print in a book. Difficult to read as an answer key. It is an older book and many companies have switched to CDs. If I had the option I would buy a new updated textbook.

Boring as it gets. "Type this 50 page manual" Now, type this 10 page proposal. Type this, type that. Erase this, put it back. Redundant, annoying, boring.

Excellent learning material. Easy to use; recommended textbook. Book itself was in excellent condition when I bought it & am selling it in same condition.

This book was just in perfect shape, clean and new. I’m very happy. No marks, no bent pages just in
very good shape. Thank you

The book was very good for the class I was in. It was cheaper on than buying it from the school.

The book is not up to date with the new version of office products
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